The relative efficiencies of the maximum parsimony (MP) and distance-matrix methods in obtaining the correct tree (topology) were studied by using computer simulation. The distance-matrix methods examined are the neighbor-joining, distance-Wagner, Tateno et al. modified Farris, Faith, and Li methods. In the computer simulation, six or eight DNA sequences were assumed to evolve following a given model tree, and the evolutionary changes of the sequences were followed. Both constant and varying rates of nucleotide substitution were considered. From the sequences thus obtained, phylogenetic trees were constructed using the six treemaking methods and compared with the model (true) tree. This process was repeated 300 times for each different set of parameters. The results obtained indicate that when the number of nucleotide substitutions per site is small and a relatively small number of nucleotides are used, the probability of obtaining the correct topology (P,) is generally lower in the MP method than in the distance-matrix methods. The Pi value for the MP method increases with increasing number of nucleotides but is still generally lower than the value for the NJ or DW method. Essentially the same conclusion was obtained whether or not the rate of nucleotide substitution was constant or whether or not a transition bias in nucleotide substitution existed. The relatively poor performance of the MP method for these cases is due to the fact that information from singular sites is not used in this method. The MP method also showed a relatively low Pi value when the model of varying rate of nucleotide substitution was used and the number of substitutions per site was large. However, the MP method often produced cases in which the correct tree was one of several equally parsimonious trees. When these cases were included in the class of "success," the MP method performed better than the other methods, provided that the number of nucleotide substitutions per site was small.
Introduction
One of the most widely used methods of phylogenetic construction is the maximum parsimony (MP) method. It is particularly popular among molecular evolutionists probably because of its simple logic-minimum evolution. However, the evolutionary change of a character does not necessarily occur parsimoniously. DNA and amino acid sequences are particularly subject to backward and parallel substitutions, so that this method may produce an erroneous tree.
Another argument in favor of the MP method is that distance-matrix methods of tree making are inherently weaker than the MP method because information is lost in converting the original data into distances (see, e.g., Penny 1982) . Some information is surely lost in the conversion of data, since the original data cannot be recovered from distances. However, the MP method also does not utilize all information available, because so-called singular sites (sites where all differences are unique; Fitch 1977) are discarded in the process of tree making. Saitou and Nei's semianalytical study with four and five DNA sequences has shown that the MP method is not always superior to distance-matrix methods. To obtain a general conclusion on this problem, however, a more detailed study is necessary.
One way to study this problem is to set up a model tree, simulate the evolutionary changes of nucleotide or amino acid sequences following this model tree, and compare the tree reconstructed from the simulated sequences with the model tree. If this simulation is repeated many times, it is possible to evaluate the probability of obtaining the correct tree for any particular tree-making method. This approach has been used to test various tree-making methods based on distance matrices (see, e.g., Peacock and Boulter 1975; Blanken et al. 1982; Tateno et al. 1982; Sourdis and Krimbas 1987) . Unfortunately it is not easy to use this method to study the efficiency of the MP method, because it requires an enormous amount of computer time.
The reason why an enormous amount of computer time is required for the MP method is that the number of possible trees (topologies) to be examined is very large even for a small number of sequences and for each of these trees one has to evaluate the minimum number of substitutions required. In theoretical works, however, we know the true topology, so that if we examine a reasonable number of trees that are close to the true tree, we can almost always identify the topology with the minimum number of nucleotide substitutions. It is therefore possible to evaluate the accuracy of a reconstructed tree within a reasonable amount of computer time.
The purpose of the present paper is to examine the reliability of the MP method by using this approach. The results obtained will be compared with those of five different distance-matrix methods. The distance-matrix methods considered are Farris's ( 1972) distance-Wagner (DW) method, Li's ( 198 1) transformed-distance (LI) method, Tateno et al.'s (1982) modified Farris (TA) method, Faith's (1985) (FA) method, and Saitou and Nei's (1987) neighbor-joining (NJ) method. The LI method is essentially the same as Farris's ( 1977) or Klotz and Blanken's ( 198 1) transformed-distance method (see Nei 1987, pp. 302-305) but is easier to use for the present purpose. The algorithms for these methods (except for the LI method) examine various possible topologies, but only one final tree is produced. Therefore, it is easy to study the reliabilities of the trees produced by these methods. In the present paper we will consider only the standard MP method that is routinely applied to molecular data (Eck and Dayhoff 1966, pp. 162-168; Fitch 197 1) . We will also be concerned only with unrooted trees, because the MP method is designed to produce these trees.
Models and Methods of Simulation
Our scheme of computer simulation was similar to that of Tateno et al. ( 1982) , Saitou and Nei ( 1987) , and Sourdis and Krimbas ( 1987) . The model trees used consisted of either six or eight DNA sequences. We considered two different topologies for each case (figs. 1, 2). One has a symmetric branching pattern or topology (A and B), and the other has an asymmetric one (C and D). We also considered constant and varying rates of nucleotide substitution for each of the two topologies. In figures 1 and 2, the branch lengths of each tree are proportional to the expected number of nucleotide substitutions. In all trees, the ratio of the lengths of internal branches to those of external branches is considerably smaller than that of the trees used by Tateno et al. (1982) . This makes it more difficult to reconstruct the correct tree. In the case of constant rate of substitution (A and C), the expected number of substitutions per site from the ancestral sequence to the extant sequence is denoted by U, and the length of each branch was expressed as multiples of a, which is related to U as specified in each figure. We examined two different values of U, i.e., 0.05 and 0.5.
In the case of varying rate of nucleotide substitution, the expected number of substitutions for a branch was determined under the assumption that a follows a gamma distribution (see Tateno et al. [ 19821 for details of the procedure). The branch lengths of model trees C and D in figures 1 and 2 are proportional to the expected numbers thus obtained. Once the expected length of a particular branch was determined, the actual number of nucleotide substitutions for that branch was obtained by using the Poisson distribution.
The ancestral sequence for each replicate simulation was generated by using pseudorandom numbers under the assumption that the four nucleotides A, T, C, and G are equally frequent. The ancestral sequence was duplicated at each branching point of the model tree and subjected to nucleotide substitution. We used two types of nucleotide substitution. One was random substitution among the four nucleotides (a one-parameter model), and the other was Kimura's (1980) two-parameter model, in which transitional changes occur more frequently than transversional changes. In the latter case, we assumed that the rate of transitional changes is 20 times greater than the rate of transversional changes, following Brown et al.'s (1982) observation in mitochondrial DNA (see Saitou and Nei [ 19861 for mathematical details) . At the end of the evolutionary process considered, all nucleotide sequences were recorded.
These nucleotide sequences were then used for constructing a tree by the MP method as well as by each of the five different distance-matrix methods. For the distance-matrix methods, the evolutionary distance between a pair of sequences was measured in terms of the proportion (p) of different nucleotides rather than in terms of the Jukes-Cantor estimate (d) of nucleotide substitutions. We did this because our previous studies (Saitou and Nei 1987; Sourdis and Krimbas 1987) showed that p is slightly better than d for estimating the topology of a tree. The reconstructed tree was then compared with the model tree.
As mentioned earlier, the number of trees to be examined by the MP method is very large even for a small number of sequences. For example, the number of possible unrooted trees for six and eight sequences is 105 and 10,395, respectively. However, many of these possible trees have a topology quite different from that of the model tree, and these trees may require a large number of nucleotide substitutions. If this is the case, we do not have to examine all the topologies to obtain the maximum parsimony tree.
To see whether this is true, we conducted a preliminary study, using model trees C and D in figure 1. Following the simulation scheme mentioned above and using U = 0.05, we generated six nucleotide sequences in each replication. Each sequence had 600 nucleotides. Using this set of sequences, we computed the minimum number of nucleotide substitutions required for each of the 105 possible topologies and related it to the topological distance between the model tree and the tree under consideration. has the smallest number of substitutions required and that in these two cases the MP tree can be identified without examining the trees with dT 2 4. Our computer simulation has shown that this is indeed the case with most replications. Only in two of 200 replicate simulations did a tree with & = 4 or 6 show the smallest number of substitutions (e.g., case [cl) , and the result obtained was essentially the same for the cases of constant and varying rates of nucleotide substitution. A similar result was also obtained for the case of eight sequences in another set of 200 replicate simulations, though in this case trees with & = 6, 8, and 10 were not considered. We therefore decided to examine only trees with & = 0 or 2, to save computer time. This strategy makes the comparison of different tree-making methods favorable to the MP method, but the extent of the error introduced seems to be small. Tateno et al. ( 1982) used two quantities to measure the relative efficiencies of different tree-making methods. One was the empirical probability of obtaining the correct topology (P) and the other was the average topological distance (&) from the model tree. Since there is a high correlation between P and &, in the present paper we have decided to use only the probability of obtaining the correct topology. The MP method, however, often produces two or more parsimonious trees, one of which is usually the correct tree. We have therefore classified our simulation results into three different cases: ( 1) the correct tree obtained, (2) the correct tree and some other trees showing the same minimum number of substitutions obtained, and (3) an incorrect tree obtained. The relative frequencies of these three cases will be denoted by P, , P2, and P3, respectively.
The distance-matrix methods considered here are all designed to produce a single final tree, as mentioned earlier. However, when these methods are applied to data on the proportions of nucleotide differences, they sometimes produce two or more different trees from a single distance matrix. This occurs because some pairs of sequences have the same distance value. These trees can easily be identified by changing the order of sequences in tree construction (Sourdis and Krimbas 1987) . We followed this method in the present paper, and whenever the correct tree together with one or more other trees was obtained, we regarded this as a tie situation corresponding to event (2) in the MP method. Table 3 shows the P1, P2, and P3 values for the cases of model trees A and B in figure 1 with the one-parameter model of nucleotide substitution. The U value used was 0.05, so that the expected total number of nucleotide substitutions between two most distantly related sequences (e.g., 1 and 4) in model tree A was 30 (=2 X 0.05 X 300) when the number of nucleotides examined (m) is 300 bp. Table 3 shows that for the case of m = 300 the MP method has the lowest P3 value among the six treemaking methods examined. However, P2 is highest in the MP method. Therefore, the probability of obtaining the correct tree (PI) turns out to be lowest. This conclusion holds for both cases of constant and cases of varying rates. The high P2 value for the MP method is caused by the relatively small number of phylogenetically informative sites (Fitch 1977) available. The number of informative sites was, on average, approximately seven in this case. In the distance-matrix methods singular sites as well as informative sites are used, so that they show a smaller P2 value. When the number of nucleotides per sequence is large, however, the P2 value for the MP method is expected to decline. That this is so is clear from the case of m = 600 bp. In both cases of constant and cases of varying rates, the P2 value for the MP method is substantially reduced, and the P1 value is now as high as that for some distance-matrix methods. Yet the MP method does not show the highest Pi value among the six tree-making methods examined. However, the P3 for the MP method is again smallest.
Results

Symmetric Model Trees with Six Sequences
When a sequence of m = 1,200 bp is used and the substitution rate is constant, the Pi for the MP method (0.970) is now slightly higher than the highest value (0.953) among the distance-matrix methods, though the difference is not statistically significant, particularly when we know that our simulation is favorable for the MP method. In the case of varying rate, the Pi for the MP method is not the highest and the P2 still remains highest among the six tree-making methods examined.
On the basis of the results presented in table 3, it is clear that the MP method is inferior to the distance-matrix methods when m is small but that its relative performance improves substantially as m increases. However, for all the methods examined the P, value increases as m increases, and for m = 00 all of them are expected to produce the correct tree as long as U is relatively small and the rate of nucleotide substitution is constant. Saitou and Nei ( 1986) previously reached the same conclusion, but these authors considered only the problem of resolving a trichotomy in the presence of one or two outgroup sequences. Table 3 includes the Pi, P2, and P3 values for the distance-matrix methods. In general, the NJ, FA, and LI methods show a higher Pi value than do the other two methods. The NJ method is particularly good and shows the highest P1 value in all cases examined. It is also better than the MP method in all cases except one. When the rate of nucleotide substitution is not constant, the P, value declines considerably for all tree-making methods. However, the relative P1 values for the different treemaking methods are nearly the same as those for the case of constant rate. Table 4 shows the PI, P2, and P3 values for the case of large expected number of nucleotide substitutions per site (U = 0.5) with the same model trees as those in table 3. In most distance-matrix methods, the P, values are slightly higher than those for the case of U = 0.05 when the substitution rate is constant (tree A). This is of course due to the fact that more nucleotide substitutions have occurred per sequence. However, the MP method shows a P1 value slightly lower than that for the case of U = 0.05. This indicates that, unlike the distance-matrix methods, the MP method suffers considerably from parallel and backward substitutions, which are expected to occur frequently in the present case. The performance of distance-matrix methods is also affected by parallel and backward mutations, but their effects are apparently smaller than those for the MP method because of the use of information on singular sites as well as that on informative sites. When U = 0.5, P3 is not necessarily smaller for the MP method than for the distance-matrix methods. Particularly, the P3 values for the NJ, FA, and LI methods are always smaller than the value for the MP method.
In all tree-making methods, when the expected rate of nucleotide substitution varies from evolutionary lineage to evolutionary lineage (model tree B in fig. l) , the Pr value is lower than that for the case of U = 0.05. It is only -125% for m = 300 -136% for m = 600. Therefore, a tree reconstructed from 1600 bp is not very reliable when the number of substitutions per site is large and the substitution rate varies with evolutionary lineage. The Pr value increases with increasing m, but it is still ~0.5 when m = 1,200. In the distance-matrix methods Pr is expected to be close to 1 when m = co. Particularly when m = co and the Jukes-Cantor distance is used, the tree becomes additive, and in this case at least the NJ method always gives the correct tree (see Saitou and Nei [ 19871 for mathematical proof) . The PI for the MP method is also expected to increase with increasing m up to a certain point. When the substitution rate is not constant, however, increase in m does not necessarily lead to the correct tree (Felsenstein 1978) . When m = 300, the P3 value for the MP method tends to be smaller than that for the other methods, but as m increases it becomes larger (table 4) .
At this point, one might argue that, in comparing the efficiencies of different treemaking methods, P, + P2 rather than Pr should be used as a criterion because P2 includes the cases in which the correct tree was obtained. If we use this criterion, the MP method is superior to any of the distance-matrix methods in the case of U = 0.05 (table 3) , though it is often inferior to them in the case of U = 0.5 (table 4) . However, since we are interested in obtaining a unique final tree in the present paper, we shall use Pr as the criterion. This problem will be taken up again in the Discussion section.
Another factor that is expected to reduce the accuracy of a reconstructed tree is the transition bias in nucleotide substitution. The rate of transitional substitution is known to be considerably higher than that of transversional substitution in both nuclear and mitochondrial DNA (see Nei 1987 , pp. 26-29, for a review). This bias is expected to result in a high frequency of parallel and backward changes for a given total number of substitutions and thus produce an erroneous tree more often than in the case of no transition bias. The results of computer simulation, given in table 5, confirm this expectation; the Pi value is considerably lower in this case than in the case of no transition bias. Even if a sequence of 1,200 bp is used and the substitution rate is constant with U = 0.05, Pi 10.9 1. The MP method again shows a Pi value lower than that of the NJ method in all cases of m = 300, 600, and 1,200. When the rate of nucleotide substitution varies with evolutionary branch, the P1 value again declines substantially for all tree-making methods. The Pi value is also smaller when U = 0.5 than when U = 0.05. Table 6 shows the results when the asymmetric model trees (C and D) in figure  1 are used with the one-parameter model of nucleotide substitution. In the case of m = 300 bp, the P, value is again lower for the MP method than for the distance-matrix methods, except for the case of tree D and U = 0.5; but in the case of m = 600, Pi is nearly the same for both types of tree-making methods. Among the distance-matrix methods, the FA and LI methods tend to show a lower Pi value than do the other methods, in contrast to the case of the symmetric model trees, in which the DW and TA methods showed a lower P1 value than did the FA and LI methods. The NJ method again shows a relatively good performance, except in the case of varying rate with U = 0.5; in the latter case the DW method shows the highest Pi value. In general, however, the differences in Pi among different tree-making methods are smaller in the present case than in the case of symmetric model trees.
Asymmetric Model Trees with Six Sequences
When the two-parameter model of nucleotide substitution was used, the PI value again declined for all cases, but the relative P1 values for different tree-making methods were nearly the same as those of table 6 (data not shown).
Model Trees with Eight Sequences
If we consider a given evolutionary time and assume that U remains the same, the P1 value is expected to decrease as the number of sequences increases. This is because the number of branching points in the tree increases. To see the effect of the number of sequences on the Pi value, we examined the case of eight sequences.
The results obtained for the case of model trees A and B of figure 2 with the oneparameter model of nucleotide substitution are presented in case of eight sequences than for the case of six sequences. (In the present case the trees for 1,200 bp were not studied because of the enormous amount of computer time required.) However, the amount of decrease in P1 varies with tree-making method.
In general, the amount of decrease is high in the TA method and low in the NJ and MP methods. The Pr value for the MP method is no longer smallest among the six tree-making methods examined, even for the case of U = 0.05 and m = 300. Yet it is always lower than the value for the NJ method. Table 8 shows the P, value for model trees C and D of figure 2 with the oneparameter model of nucleotide substitution. Comparison of this table and table 6 shows that the Pr value for the case of eight sequences is again generally smaller than that for the case of six sequences. The NJ method shows the highest Pr value for the case of U = 0.05, but in the case of U = 0.5 the TA method shows the highest value. The P1 value for the MP method is often lowest among the six tree-making methods.
When the two-parameter model of nucleotide substitution was used, the Pr value further declined in all tree-making methods, but the relative values of P1 for different tree-making methods remained nearly the same (data not shown). 
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Discussion
It is often argued that the MP method is a powerful method for reconstructing a phylogenetic tree at least under the condition that the number of backward and parallel substitutions is small. The present study does not support this argument; on the contrary, it has shown that some distance-matrix methods, such as the NJ method, are more efficient than the MP method in obtaining the correct tree. One of the main reasons for this is that the MP method often produces two or more tie trees and cannot identify the correct tree, as discussed earlier. By contrast, distance-matrix methods utilize both informative and singular sites in tree making, so that the probability of producing tie trees is much lower.
Of course, the above conlcusion is valid only when Pi is used for comparing different tree-making methods, and some readers may question this approach. As mentioned earlier, if we regard the tie case (Pz) as an event of "success" and use P, + P2 as a measure of reliability, the MP method is not necessarily inferior to the distance-matrix methods; actually, it is superior as long as the number of nucleotide substitutions per site (i.e., U) is small (table 3) . Therefore, the relative efficiency of the MP method partly depends on the definition of "success" cases. In the present paper we have used P1 as a criterion because we are interested in estimating a unique phylogenetic tree in comparison with the distance-matrix methods. Note also that the number of tie trees can be quite large, depending on m and the number of sequences used. For example, in the case of U = 0.05 and m = 600 with model tree A of figure 2, the number of tie trees ranged from 2 to 32 in a test of 100 replications, the average number being 4.9 (only trees with & = 0, 2, or 4 were examined).
Walter Fitch (personal communication) has suggested that the MP method can be used for identifying the best group of trees and that once these trees are identified we can use some other method to choose the final one. One of such other methods is Fitch and Margoliash's ( 1967) method. We find this approach interesting and promising but have not examined its efficiency.
It should also be noted that any tree-making method has a high probability of producing an erroneous tree unless the number of nucleotides examined is large. To obtain the correct tree with a high probability (say 95% level), thousands or tens of thousands of nucleotides are often required (Saitou and Nei 1986 ). In such a case, the difference in efficiency between the MP and distance-matrix methods is usually very small, even if we use P, + P2 as a criterion (see tables 3, 4). Therefore, when there is a sufficient amount of sequence data available, the MP method has no real advantage over the distance-matrix methods.
The distance-matrix methods have two more advantages over the MP method. One advantage is the much shorter computer time required for them; even if a moderately large number of DNA sequences are used, the NJ method produces a tree very rapidly. The other advantage is that the distance-matrix methods usually give the branch lengths as well as the topology of an estimated tree; by contrast, the MP method usually does not provide the branch lengths unless special assumptions are made.
In a comparative study of the MP and distance-matrix methods, Penny (1982) showed that information is lost in converting the original data to distances in that it is not always possible to recover the original data from a distance matrix. From this observation, he concluded that the methods of phenetic classification are inherently weaker than methods that retain the original data. As mentioned earlier, however, the MP method does not utilize all information contained in the original data. Furthermore, the original data themselves do not contain all information on the evolutionary change of DNA molecules. Therefore, Penny's observation does not really support the superiority of the MP method. It should also be noted that all distance-matrix methods considered here are intended to reconstruct the evolutionary history of macromolecules or organisms. Therefore, it is not proper to call them phenetic methods.
Our computer simulation has shown that the NJ method is generally more efficient than the other distance-matrix methods in obtaining the correct tree. This is consistent with Saitou and Nei's (1987) previous observation. The NJ method is a special type of least-squares estimation, and it is probably this property that makes the method advantageous compared with others. However, it should also be noted that simulation results are always dependent on the model tree used. Although our conclusion is based on two extremely different types of model trees, it is desirable to examine the generality of the conclusion by using some additional different types of trees.
